ABSTRACT: Clinical trials involve the application of different medical interventions on human participants.
INTRODUCTION: A randomized controlled trial is an experiment that is designed to check the effectiveness of a medical intervention by comparing it with another medical intervention in a control condition. Intervention is not restricted to treatment only, it includes all sorts of clinical manipulations offered to the trial participants that may affect their health 1 . During a randomized controlled trial the participants are assigned to separate groups to compare different treatments. The trial participants are assigned randomly, i.e. they are not given any chance to choose a group. The groups should be similar in some extent so that the different interventions can be compared easily. Before starting the trial the researcher should establish the necessity of the comparison. Some researchers considered randomized controlled trials as the most powerful tool in modern clinical research 2 while some others consider randomized controlled trials to be the best of all research designs IRBs must check whether the research proposal meets all the regulatory and ethical demands or not.
